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The escape game has been developed in an iterative process following the escapED

framework [1] which suggests a 6-level approach:
Mental state of flow: characterized by intense and focused concentration, distortion of 

temporal experience, and an intrinsically rewarding experience [2]

Game-based learning: refers to a type of games characterized by specific learning goals. 

Learners practice new skills and acquire new knowledge in a playful way while being 

absorbing in an enjoyable game without noticing time passing [3]

Fostering flow in educational games: engaging activities, defined goals & progress 

indicators, immediate & clear feedback, balance perceived challenge & perceived skills [3]

Game Experience Questionnaire: assesses the multi-facet nature of game experience [4] 

before, during and after the game (14/43 5-level items, completely disagree - completely agree)

Interviews: four focus groups (4-5 students) with discussion guide about game experience
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Summary

• Escape games can provide fun and engaging activities for students

• Iterative design to balance challenge and competence experience

• Immersion and flow experience are correlated, but independent of 

physics interest, self-concept & other game experience dimensions

• Successful game even with little storytelling / immersive atmosphere
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 How does students’ escape game experience change over time?

 Does this educational escape game foster a mental state of flow?

 How do students describe their (learning) experience?

Penguins stole an antimatter trap from CERN’s antimatter factory.

After playing with it for a while, they got distracted by the dry ice in

S’Cool LAB and forgot the antimatter somewhere. Unfortunately, they

forgot to switch on the time-super-warp-shift-nano-laser stabilizer. That

means that the antimatter trap will destabilize and the antimatter will

annihilate with normal matter soon … can you help?

Escape Games in Physics Education 
Students’ Attitudes and Flow Experience 
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Game experience 

before, during & after 

the escape game

Mean & SE, N = 42, 

26% female, 

Ø age 17 years, 

9 groups of 4-5 students

Positive affect, e.g “I enjoyed it”

Immersion, e.g “I was interested in the story”

Flow, e.g “I felt completely absorbed”

Competence, e.g “I felt successful”

Challenge, e.g “I thought it was hard”

Tension, e.g “I felt frustrated”

Negative affect, e.g “I felt bored”

Involvement, e.g “I paid close 

attention to the others”

In addition:

age, gender, physics interest 

and physics self-concept

Research Questions

First Results

completely 

agree

before during after

* p ≤ 0.00091 

** p ≤ 0.00018 

Bonferroni

correction m=55
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positive affect 0,5 0,2 0,7** -0,1 -0,5* -0,6* 0,5* 0,4 0,4 -0,5*

immersion 0,6** 0,3 0,2 -0,2 -0,3 0,3 0,4 0,2 -0,2

flow 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,2 -0,1 0,0

competence 0,0 -0,6** -0,4 0,6** 0,3 0,3 -0,6**

challenge 0,1 -0,1 0,1 0,0 -0,1 0,3

tension 0,6** -0,3 -0,3 -0,3 0,6**

negative affect -0,2 -0,3 -0,3 0,4

involvement 0,4 0,4 -0,2

interest Ph 0,7** -0,3

self-concept Ph -0,3

stable
with:

Do you think that you can learn physics while playing?

S1: In general, yes. In this case, in particular at A-level, it’s 

more difficult but at lower grades – sure, especially if it’s 

about magnetism.

S2: Well, understanding the Compton effect while playing 

for 4 hours is difficult (all laughing). But as he said, at that 

level – definitely.

S3: The topics get more theoretical and therefore, I think, 

it’s more difficult to learn while playing.

S4: For complex topics, you have to read first, which then 

takes a while. And then playing games …

S3: It’s maybe more an introduction.

What do you think, how much time did you need to 

solve the escape game?

All: No idea. I do not know. (mumbling) We started at 10 to 

(..) it must have been 40 minutes.

S1: It seemed like 10 min (all: yes) because you just got 

stressed all the time but (..) "stress" …

S2: Because you are always doing something and you are 

not just sitting there bored 

S3: and because it’s fun

How would you describe your experience in 3 words?

positive stress – fun – creative

positive

immersion

flow

competence

challenge

tension

negative
completely 

disagree

neutral

disagree

agree

Sub-dimensions of game experience after the escape game, Pearson’s r
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